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1. Introduction. Throughout this paper all rings are assumed to be integral

domains with unity. If F is an integral domain F* will denote the set of nonzero

elements of F. An integral domain in which the sum and intersection of any two

principal right ideals is principal whenever the intersection is nonzero is called a

weak Bézout domain. In particular, if we do not require that the intersection be

nonzero then F is called a right Bézout domain (see [2]). If F is a weak Bézout

domain and ae R* then the set [aR, R] of all principal right ideals of F that

contain aR is a sublattice of the lattice of all right ideals of F. In this case dim a

is defined to be the dimension of the lattice [aR, F], i.e., dim a is the length of the

longest chain in [aR, F]. We let F' denote the set of finite dimensional elements of

F. If each right ideal of an integral domain F is a principal right ideal then F is

called a PRI (principal right ideal) domain. Thus each PRI domain is a weak

Bézout domain.

The known types of unique factorization that occur in a PRI domain F deal

with the members of F'. For example, it is well known [4, p. 34] that each nonunit

z of R' can be factored into primes: z=px ■ ■ •/»„, and if z=qx■ ■ -qm is another such

factorization, then n=m and there is a permutation II on {1, 2,..., «} such that

Pi and qm) are similar, i= 1, 2,..., «. There is another type of unique factoriza-

tion that occurs in F' which is described by R. E. Johnson in [6]. An element

a e R' is called simple if [aR, F] has the property that [aR, R] = [aR, B] u [F, F]

implies B=aR or B=R. Johnson proves that each element z in F' can be factored

into simple elements: z=ax- ■ -an, and no subproduct ax- ■ a,, i<j, of z is simple.

Any other factorization of z into simple elements of this type must have the

form z=(axux)(ux1a2u2)- ■ -(un-^n) where ux,..., un-x are units in F.

The type of unique factorization that we describe in the present paper concerns

all of the nonzero elements of a PRI domain F. In §2 we develop some general

results (in particular Theorem 2) for weak Bézout domains that satisfy the ascending

chain condition for principal right ideals. In §3 we define inf(a) primes for each non-

limit ordinal a. Inf(0) primes are the usual primes, and inf(a) primes have infinite

dimension if a^O. The unique factorization theorem (Theorem 3) that follows
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states that each nonzero element a of a PRI domain F can be factored as a—zax

■ • • z„n where zat is a uniquely determined product of inf'"i' primes. The factoriza-

tion of a is unique in the sense that if a=yßl- ■ -yßm is another such factorization

of a then n=m, af=ßt (i=l, 2,..., n), and there are units ux.w„-i in F such

that zai=yaiux, zan = uñ11yan, and za=ui~-\yaiUi (Ml, ")•

The important applications of Theorem 3 obviously occur in PRI domains F

such that R*^R. Until recently few examples of such were available. Such

examples however do occur, for instance, in P. M. Cohn [3]. In [5] A. V. Jategaonkar

describes the method of skew polynomial extensions. Using these methods it is

possible to construct PRI domains with inf<a) primes, given an arbitrary ordinal a.

We include this discussion in §4.

2. Right quotient monoids. Suppose F is an integral domain and 0-^S^R*.

We call S a right quotient monoid in F if S satisfies the following right quotient

conditons:

(1) ab e S iff a and be S, where a,beR.

(2) ae R, be S implies there exists de R,be S such that ab = ba.

In this case S contains the group of units of F. For, a e S for some element a of F.

From la e S we obtain 1 e S by condition (1). Also, if m is a unit in F then uu~1 =

1 e S and therefore ueS.

If S is a right quotient monoid in F then the set K=RS'1={rs'1 \ r e R, s e S}

can be made into a ring in the usual way (see Bourbaki [1, p. 162])(3). It is easy to

prove that K is an integral domain with the property that s e R is a unit in K iff

se S. Further, if A is a right ideal of F then AS~1={as~1 | a e A, s e S} is a right

ideal of K, and if F is a PRI domain then so is K. The easy proofs of these facts are

omitted.

Lemma 1. Let R be an integral domain and let S be a right quotient monoid in R.

Let A, B be right ideals of R. Then

(1) (A n B)S~1=AS~1 n BS~\

(2) (A+B)S-1=AS-1+BS~1.

Proof. Clearly (A n B)S~1<=AS-1 nBS1. Now suppose as1~1=bs21 eAS'1

n BS'1 (sx, s2e S and a, be R). Because S is a right quotient monoid we can

choose Sx, s2eS such that SxS2 = s2Sx. It follows that as2 = bsxeA n B. Also,

asx1=as2(s2Sx)~1 e(A n B)S~1. This proves AS-1 n BS~1^(A n F)S_1 and (1)

is established.

Now it is obvious that (A+B)S ~1 <= AS ' l+BS ~1. To show the reverse inclusion

let así1 + bs¿1 e AS~1 + BS~1 (sx,s2e S and a, be R). Choose slf s2 e S such that

SxS2=s2Sx- Then asx1 + bs21 = (as2 + bsx)(s1s2)-1. Hence as1~1 + bs2 x e (A+B)S~1.

This proves (2).   Q.E.D.

(3) For this purpose condition (1) in the definition of right quotient monoid is usually

replaced by the weaker condition that S be multiplicatively closed.
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Corollary. If Risa weak Bézout or a right Bézout domain, then so is K= RS "1

We recall from [2] that if a, ä e R, then a and ä are similar (a~a or a~Ra) if

RjaR^RjäR as right F-modules, and this is true iff there exists beR such that

aR+bR=R and aR r\ bR = bäR. It is also shown in [2] that the definition of

similarity is left-right symmetric.

Lemma 2. Let S be a right quotient monoid in an integral domain R and let

K=RS~1. If a, äeR and a~Rä then a~Kä. Further, if a~Rä and aeS then

äeS.

Proof. Let a,äe R with a~Ra. Then aR + bR = R and aR n bR = bäR for some

beR. Therefore aK+bK=K and aKn bK=bäK by Lemma 1. Hence a~Kä.

If in addition ae S then a is a unit in K. Since a~K ä it follows that ä is a unit in

K. Hence äeS.   Q.E.D.

Lemma 3. Suppose R is a right Bézout domain and 0 #S<=F* such that abe S

iff a and be S. Then S is a right quotient monoid in R iff elements similar to members

of S belong to S, that is, iff a e S, ä e R, and a~ä implies ä e S.

Proof. Assume the hypotheses. If S is a right quotient monoid in F then elements

similar to members of S belong to S by Lemma 2. Conversely assume that S has

the property that ae S, ae R, and a~ä implies ä e S. To show that S is a right

quotient monoid in F we need only establish condition (2) of the definition.

Accordingly let a e S and beR. Because F is a right Bézout domain we can choose

d, meR such that aR+bR=dR and aRnbR=mR. Then a = da', b = db', and

m = ab = ba for some a', b', ä, BeR. It follows that a'R+b'R = R and a'R n b'R

=b'äR. Therefore a' ~ä. Now ae S implies a' e S. Hence à e S by our assumption.

This shows that S is a right quotient monoid in F.   Q.E.D.

Corollary. If R is a right Bézout domain then R* is a right quotient monoid

in R.

Theorem 1. Let R be a weak Bézout domain satisfying the ascending chain

condition for principal right ideals, and let S be a right quotient monoid in R. Each

z e R* can be written as z=xs where seS and x has no nonunit right factor in S.

The factorization is unique in the sense that ifz=xxSi = x2s2 are two such factoriza-

tions of z then there is a unit ueR such that Xi=x2u {andusi=s2).

Proof. Let ze R*. Let Cs be the collection of submodules RjsR of RjzR such

that seS. Note that zRjzR=•RjR is a member of Cs. We claim that Cs is closed

under sums. For iïaRjzR, bRjzR e Cs, then aRjzR^RjxR, bRjzR^RjyR where

z=ax=by and x,y eS. Since F is a weak Bézout domain, aR+bR=dR, aR n bR

=mR for some d, me R. Choose a', b', ä, be R with a = da', b = db', m=ab=bä.

Then a'R+b'R=R, a'RC\b'R=b'äR. Hence ß'~ä. Now ax=byemR implies
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by—mr for some r e R. Hence y = ar. This shows that a e S because y e S. Conse-

quently a'eS. Then aR¡zR + bRlzR = dR¡zR = dRlda'xR^RIa'xR and a'xeS.

We conclude aR¡zR + bR¡zR e Cs.

To prove the theorem observe that Cs has the ascending chain condition by

hypothesis. Thus we may select a (not necessarily proper) maximal member

xRfzR of Cs. Thus xRjzRsR¡sR where z = xs and se S. Since xRfzR is maximal

x has no nonunit right factor in S. Also, xR¡zR is the unique maximal member of

Cs because Cs is closed under sums. Therefore the factorization is unique.   Q.E.D.

Let F be an integral domain and let I={a | 0^«iao} be an initial segment of

ordinals. A collection {Sa \ a e /} of right quotient monoids in F is called a right

quotient chain in F if the following conditions hold :

(1) Sa5.Stt+1 for each a e /, a^a0.

(2) Stt={Jß<a Sßif ais a limit ordinal.

For convenience we let 5_i denote the group of units of F. Then S-x is contained

in each Sa. Let Ka = R(Sa) ~1 if a= — 1 or if a e /. Then because of condition (1)

Fa_,cFa for each a el.

Theorem 2. Let R be a weak Bézout domain satisfying the ascending chain

condition for principal right ideals. Let I={a | 0 = a = a0} be an initial segment of

ordinals and let {Sa\ ae 1} be a right quotient chain in R. Each z e R* can be factored

as z = raai ■ ■ ■ aan where a, are nonlimit ordinals such that a0 = ax > • • ■ > an, aa, e Sa¡,

aa¡ has no nonunit right factor in SBf-x, r e R and r has no nonunit right factor in

Sao. The factorization is unique in the sense that if z = sbßl- ■ -bßm is another such

factorization of z then n = m, ai = j8¡ 0 = 1, 2,..., «), and there are units u0, w1;...,

«„_! in R such that r=su0, aan = uñ-xban, andaai = Hj"-^«^! OVO, «).

Proof. To prove existence of the factorization let z e F*. If z has no nonunit

right factor in Sao then we are finished. Otherwise by Theorem 1 z = rs0 for some

nonunit s0 e Sa<1 and r has no nonunit right factor in Sao. Let ax be the least ordinal

such that s0 e Sai. Clearly ax is not a limit ordinal and a0 2: ax. It follows by Theorem

1 that s0=aaiSx for some element sx eS,rl and aai has no nonunit right factor in

Sai_x- Clearly aai e Sai because s0 e SaL. If s± is not a unit let a2 be the least ordinal

such that Sx e Sa2. Then ax > a2 and a2 is not a limit ordinal. Another application

of Theorem 1 yields sx = aa2s2 where s2 e Sa2 _ i and aa2 has no nonunit right factor

in Sa2-X. Clearly att2 e Sa2 because sx e Sa2. If s2 is not a unit we may repeat the

argument. Now this process cannot continue indefinitely since we would obtain an

infinite sequence ax > a2 > ■ ■ ■ contradicting the well ordering of the ordinals.

Thus the process stops, say, with the integer «. That is, attn has no nonunit right

factor in Sa¡¡ _ x and sn is a unit. This establishes the existence of the factorization.

To prove uniqueness suppose z = rattl- ■ -aan=sbßi- ■ -bßm are two factorizations

of z of the type stated in the theorem. Then Theorem 1 applies and yields r = su0

for some unit u0 e R. Therefore aBl- ■ ■actn = uo1bßl- ■ -bßm. Evidently ax=ßx- Again

Theorem 1 applies and yields aai = u0~ 1bßlu1 for some unit Ux e R. Cancelling this
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factor we obtain aa2- ■ ■aan = uí1bBl- ■ -bßm. Uniqueness now follows by induction.

Q.E.D.

3. Unique factorization and infinite primes. In this section we shall construct

a natural set {F(a0 | a e 1} which is a right quotient chain in a right Bézout domain

F. We shall then apply Theorem 2 to this right quotient chain. We begin by

characterizing the peculiar factors that appear in Theorem 2.

Let 7= {a | 0^a^ao} be an initial segment of ordinals and let {Sa \ a e 7} be a

right quotient chain in an integral domain F. If a is a nonlimit ordinal in 7 then

x e Sa is called an a-prime if xF is maximal in {xF | x e Sa\Sa-x}.

Lemma 4. Let I={a | 0?£aaa0} be an initial segment of ordinals and let

{Sa | ae 7} be a right quotient chain in a PRI domain R. If a is a nonlimit ordinal

in I and x is an a-prime then x is prime in Ka-X.

Proof. Assume the hypotheses and let x be an a-prime. Suppose xKa-x5iyKa-X

CÄ,-!. Then xRaxKa.x O R£yKa.x n R^R. Let yeR be such that yR

=yKa-i n F. Then xR^yR. The definition of a-prime implies that y e Sa_x and

therefore y is a unit in Ka_x and yFa_1 = Fa_1. Now yKa_x=yKa_x and so

yKa_x = Ka-x. This shows that x is prime in Ka_x.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 5. Let R be a weak Bézout domain, let I be an initial segment of ordinals,

and let {Sa \ a e 1} be a right quotient chain in R. If xx,..., xk are a-primes, then

xx ■ ■ -xk has no nonunit right factor that belongs to Sa-X.

Proof. The proof is by induction on k. The lemma is true if k = 1 by the definition

of a-prime. Assume k is an integer greater than 1 and the lemma holds for positive

integers less than k. Suppose xx- ■ -xk = ab with be Sa_x,ae R and x4 are a-primes.

We shall show that b must be a unit. If aR<=xxR then a=xxs, s e R. Hence x2- • -xk

=sb. It follows by induction that b must be a unit. Suppose on the other hand

that aR<£xxR. Then since xxR n aR^O and F is a weak Bézout domain it follows

that xxR + aR = dR and xxRC\ aR = mR for some d, meR. Choose x', a', ä,

xxe R such that X! = <7x', a = da', and m = xxä = axx. Then x'R + a'R = R and x'F

n a'R = a'x1R. Consequently x'~x2. Now xx- ■ -xk = xxäz for some z e R. There-

fore ab = xx- ■ xk = xxäz and so b=xxz. Hence z e Sa-X since b e 5a_a. It follows

from x2 • ■ • xk — âz and by induction that z is a unit. Consequently ¿»isa right

associate of xx. Therefore x'~X! yields x'~Z» and hence x' e Sa-X by Lemma 2.

Now de 5a_j because xxR^dR and xx is an a-prime. Therefore Xi = dx' e £„-1-

However this contradicts the fact that Xi is an a-prime.   Q.E.D.

Whenever F is a weak Bézout domain satisfying the ascending chain condition

for principal right ideals the converse to Lemma 5 holds as follows.

Lemma 6. Let Rbe a weak Bézout domain satisfying the ascending chain condition

for principal right ideals. Let I be an initial segment of ordinals and let {Sa \ a e 1}

be a right quotient chain in R. Let a be a nonlimit ordinal in I, and let ae Sa n {Ka _ x)'.

If a has no nonunit right factor that belongs to Sa-X then a is a product of a-primes.
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Proof. Assume the hypotheses. Since aeSa\Sa-x we may choose xx (by the

ascending chain condition for principal right ideals) such that xxR is maximal in

{xR | aR<=xR and x e Sa\Sa _ x}. Then xx is an a-prime and a=xxsx for some

ii e F. Clearly Sx e 5a and if Si is not a unit then s,. e Sa\Sa _ ! because of the

assumption on a. We repeat the argument and obtain Sx=x2s2 where x2 is an

«-prime and s2 e Sa. If this process does not terminate we obtain, for each positive

integer i, Si = xi + Xsi + X where xi + 1 is an a-prime and hence a nonunit in Ka_x.

Let r¡ = Xx • • ■ x(. Then a = r^ and r<+1 = rtxt + x for each positive integer i. Therefore

aKa-i5z---Ziri+iKa-15iriKa-1£- ••$ErlA^_1. This contradicts the hypothesis

that ae(Ka-x)'- Therefore the process terminates, say, with the integer k. Thus

a = xx- ■ -xksk and sk is a unit in F.   Q.E.D.

Each right Bézout domain contains a natural right quotient monoid as follows.

Lemma 7. Let Rbe a right Bézout domain. Then R is a right quotient monoid in R.

Proof. Clearly 0 ¿R'^R*. Suppose a, be F*. Then aR/abR^R/bR and there-

fore dim ab = dim a + dim b. Hence ab e R iff a, b e R. Also if a e R and ä e R with

a~ä then aR+bR = R and aRnbR—bäR for some b e R. Therefore [aR, R]

= [aR,aR+bR]^[aRnbR,bR] = [bäR,bR]^[äR,R] as lattices. Thus dim a

= dim ä and so ä e R. It follows by Lemma 3 that F' is a right quotient monoid

in F.   Q.E.D.

Let F be a right Bézout domain. We construct, by transfinite induction, a

natural chain {Ra) \ a is an ordinal} of right quotient monoids in F as follows.

Let Rm = R. Let a be an ordinal greater than zero and assume R(ß) has been

defined and is a right quotient monoid in F whenever ß<a, and let Kß = R(R(S))~1.

Then Kß is a right Bézout domain (Corollary to Lemma 1) and hence K'ß is a right

quotient monoid in Kß by Lemma 7. We define F<a) by

Fa> =  (J F(i) if a is a limit ordinal,
ß <a

F(a) = (Fa_i)' n R if a is not a limit ordinal.

To show that the induction is valid we must show that Rw is a right quotient

monoid in F. If a is a limit ordinal the proof is obvious. Assume that a is not a

limit ordinal. Clearly 0 /F(a)cF*. Also ab e F(a> iff a, b e RM because (Ka.x)'

has this property. Now if a e R(a), ä e R and a~Ra then a~Ka_iä by Lemma 2.

It follows (as in the proof of Lemma 7) that dim^ a _ta = dim^ _ 1 ä. Hence ä e (Ka _ x)'

since a e (Ka_x)'. It follows that à e R(a). The hypotheses of Lemma 3 are satisfied

and therefore F(a) is a right quotient monoid in F.   Q.E.D.

If a, ß are ordinals such that a^ß, then F(a)<= F(i)<= R. Also F(a) = F<a +1) for some

ordinal a. For if F(aVF(a+1> for each ordinal a then card (F(£r)) ̂ card (a) for each

ordinal a. Choosing ß such that card (ß) > card (F) we obtain card (ß) > card (F)

äcard (RiB)), a contradiction. We let a0 denote the least ordinal such that R(ao)

= Rlao+1), and we call {F(a) | 0 = a ^ a0} the ng«i D-chain (Dimension chain) in F.

In this situation F(_1> will denote the group of units of R.
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Evidently the right F-chain in a right Bézout domain F is a right qotient chain

in F. If F is a PRI domain then the right T)-chain has the following additional

property.

Lemma 8. Let R be a PRI domain and let {F(a) | Oáaga0} be the right D-chain

inR. ThenRia^ = R*.

Proof. Suppose F* ^ F**o>. Then by the maximum condition in the PRI domain

F we may choose x such that xF is maximal in {xF | x e F*\F(ao>}. The proof of

Lemma 4 can be used to show that x is prime in Kao. In particular x e {Kao)'

nR = F(a<>+ ». This contradicts R(ao + 1) = F(°°>. Therefore F* = F<ao>.   Q.E.D.

Let F be a PRI domain and let {F(a) | 0^aga0} be the right F-chain in F.

We shall call the a-primes in F inf(a) primes. If a is a nonlimit ordinal such that

a^a0 we let Z<a) be the set of (finite) products of inf(a) primes.

If F is a PRI domain and a is a nonlimit ordinal such that a ^ a0 then x e F is an

inf(a) prime iff xF is maximal in {xF | xeF\F<a_1)}. For if xF is maximal in

{xF | xe R\Rla'1)} then the proof of Lemma 4 can be used to show that x is

prime in F«-!. In particular x e {Ka-X)' and so x e F<a). Hence x is an inf(a> prime.

As a consequence we note that inf<a) primes exist for each nonlimit ordinal aaa0

by the maximum condition in F. In fact for each z<£F(a-1), zR^xR for some

inf<a> prime x.

If F is a PRI domain we can combine Lemmas 5 and 6 into the following.

Lemma 9. Let R be a PRI domain and let {F<a) | 0 ¿ a ¿ a0) be the right D-chain

in R. Let a be a nonlimit ordinal such that a g a0, and let z e F(a). Then z has no

nonunit right factor in Fa_1> iffz e Z(a), i.e., iffz is a product of inf(a) primes.

Using Lemmas 8 and 9 we can state Theorem 2 for the present case as follows.

Theorem 3. Let Rbe a PRI domain and let {R(a) \0^a^a0} be the right D-chain

in R. Each a e R* can be written as a = zai- ■ ■ zaiu where a¡ are nonlimit ordinals

such that a0 S: ax > ■ ■ ■ > ak and zat eZ(a¿ and u is a unit in R. This factorization is

unique in the sense that ifa=yßl ■ • -yßhv is another such factorization of a then h = k,

at=ß{ (/= 1, 2,...,k), and there are units ux,...,uk-x in R such that zai=yaiux,

zak = uk}xyak, and za=ur-\yaiUi (iV 1, k).

We note that the factors that appear in Theorem 3 are themselves uniquely

determined as follows. Let ae [0, a0] be a nonlimit ordinal and let zeZia\ z a

nonunit. Then z is a product of inf<a) primes. Since an inf<a) prime is a prime in

Fa_! (Lemma 4) the decomposition of z is unique up to similarity in Fa_i. That

is, if z = Xi- ■ •xn=y1- • -ym where x4 and yt are inf<a) primes in F, then n = m and

there is a permutation II on {1, 2,..., «} such that xi~^_1yn(i) (/= 1, 2,..., «).

4. Example. If L is a ring and a is a monomorphism from L into L we shall

denote by 7T=L[x, a] the ring of skew polynomials in an indeterminate x with

coefficients in L (written on he right of x). Addition in TT is the usual pointwise
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addition and multiplication is determined by the associative and distributive laws

and by the commutation rule ax=xaa (aeL). It is easy to prove that F is an

integral domain iff H is an integral domain (see Ore [7]). Further, it is shown in

[5] that H is a PRI domain iff F is a PRI domain and o maps L* into the group of

units of L.

We turn our attention to skew polynomial extensions which are defined by

A. V. Jategaonkar in [5]. Let á be an ordinal, let /= [0, â], and let L be an integral

domain. Let H be a right twisted polynomial extension of F with {//(a) | a e 1}

a chain of twisted subdomains from F to H. Thus for each nonlimit ordinal

a e / there exists a monomorphism pa: Hia^X) -> Hla-X) and an indeterminate xa

such that

H = //(„-), F = //(-i),

//(a) = H(a-x)[xa, Pa] if a el and a is not a limit ordinal,

Z/<<r) = U //<«> if « e / and a is a limit ordinal.
ß<a

In addition we assume that F is a skew field and pa : Hia _ u -> F for each nonlimit

ordinal a e /. Then His a PRI domain [5]. Now each member of His a polynomial

in a finite number of indeterminates. Let S be the set of polynomials of H with

nonzero constant terms in L. Then it can be shown [5] that S is a right quotient

monoid in //, and R=HS'1 is a local PRI domain with unique maximal ideal

x0R such that
CO

xa + xR = D (xa)nR if a / ä and a is not a limit ordinal,

(*) 71 = 0

xa+xR = H xßR if a / ä and a is a limit ordinal.
ß<a

That a0 = â is a consequence of the next lemma.

Lemma 10. Ifä^aelor a= -1 then R\R(a) = xa + xR.

Proof. The proof is by transfinite induction. Clearly R\Ri-1) = x0R since x0R

is the unique maximal ideal of F. Let a e /, a =¡¿ â and assume that R\Rm = xß + xR

if ß < a. If a is a limit ordinal then we obtain

R\R™ = R\( U /H =   H W») =   H xß + xR
\ß<a I ß<a ß<a

— xa+xR

by (*) and the induction hypothesis. Now assume that a is not a limit ordinal.

Then from R\Ria~1) = xaR it follows that xa is a prime in Ka-X. Also from (*)

we obtain xa + 1F(t_1 = n™=o (xa)nKa-x and therefore dimfca_ 1 (xa+x)=oö. It follows

that xa+i £(£,_!)'. Therefore xa + 1eF\F(a) and xa + 1R^R\Ria). To show the

reverse inclusion let/eF\F(a). Then/e R\Ra-l) = xaR. In fact/e n"=o(*a)BF.

Otherwise /= (xœ)mg where m is the largest such integer. This implies g e R\xaR

= F(a_1) and so g is a unit in Fit_1. Since xa is prime in Ka-X it follows that dimJfa_1

(/)<oo. Hence fe(Ka.x)' nF = F(a>, a contradiction. Thus /e H™= o (*«)"/*,

and sofexa+1R.   Q.E.D.
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Corollary. For each nonlimit ordinal aga0, xa is the unique {up to right unit

factor) inf(a) prime in R.

Using the last corollary we may state Theorem 3 for the present case as follows.

Theorem 4. Let R be the ring of polynomials constructed in this section. Each

nonzero element fe R can be written in the form /= x"\- ■ -x^u where n¡ are positive

integers, a! > ■ • • > ak and u is a unit in R. This expression is unique in the sense that

iff=Xß11- ■ -Xß*v is another such factorization off, then h=k, ai=j8i and «¡=/nj

{i=l,2,...,k).
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